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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed method. To reflect the bowing dynamics of the right hand to the final output animation,
our model first estimates the bowing information from the given audio.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a deep learning based method that generates
body motion for string instrument performance from raw audio.
In contrast to prior methods which aim to predict joint position
from audio, we first estimate information that dictates the bowing
dynamics, such as the bow direction and the played string. The final
body motion is then determined from this information following a
conversion rule. By adopting the bowing information as the target
domain, not only is learning the mapping more feasible, but also
the produced results have bowing dynamics that are consistent
with the given audio. We confirmed that our results are superior to
existing methods through extensive experiments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Creating natural animation for musical instrument performance
is a costly process that requires laborious steps such as motion
capture and manual tuning. Therefore, researches on body motion
generation for musical instrument performance from an input of
either musical note or raw audio have been conducted in the past.
However, the problem with these existing methods is that they
failed to create adequate results for string instruments as the map-
ping between playing procedures and produced sounds are far more
ambiguous compared to instruments such as the piano.

In this paper, we propose Bowing-Net, a deep learning based
method capable of producing plausible body motion for string
instrument performance from the raw audio input. Raw audio is
used as input instead of musical notes as in [Kugimoto et al. 2009]
because audio characteristics such as timbre or tone, which affect
the bowing dynamics, are not represented in the notes. Moreover,
in contrast to methods such as [Shlizerman et al. 2018] [Kao and Su
2020], which directly estimate joint position from audio, we first
estimate bow direction, i.e., whether the bow moves up or down
relative to the instrument, and the played string. Then the final
body motion is determined so that they agree with the initially
estimated bowing information. This is based on our insight that
1) bowing dynamics are visually essential elements and thus the
bowing information should be the target domain, and 2) bowing
information has less complicated correspondence with the audio
than joint position and thus should be easier to predict. We show
the effectiveness of our method through evaluation on the motion
generated from violin performance audio.

2 METHOD
The overview of our method is shown in Figure 1. First, the bowing
information, which consists of the bow direction and the played
string, is estimated from the input audio. These two components are
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation.
Bow direction acc. F measure String acc.

A2BD 0.560 0.461 -
TGM2B 0.493 0.422 -
Ours 0.704 0.566 0.801

estimated because they dictate the bowing dynamics and thus the
movements of the right arm. Accordingly, body motion in 2D space
is determined from the bowing information following a conversion
rule. In the final step, the estimated 2D body motion is transferred
to a 3D avatar.

For the estimation of the bowing information, the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) of the given audio is first calculated. Then,
the bow direction L̂ud = l̂ud1:T ∈ {0, 1}T (0:down, 1:up) is estimated,
whereT is the number of total time frames. To take time series into
account, we utilize a long short-term memory (LSTM) network,
whose output pudt is the probability that the bow direction is up
at frame t (0 ≤ pudt ≤ 1). The bow direction l̂udt is obtained by
applying a threshold θ = 0.5 to pudt as follows:

l̂udt =

{
0 (pudt < θ )

1 (pudt ≥ θ ).
(1)

Similarly, the played string L̂str = l̂str1:T ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}T is obtained
using another LSTM network, where l̂strt designates which of the
four is being played at frame t . For example, in the case of the violin,
0, 1, 2, and 3 correspond to E, A, D, and G string, respectively.

Based on the estimated bowing information above, we determine
the bowing dynamics in 2D space following a conversion rule.
Specifically, we determine the positions of the right elbow and the
right hand, which decide the bowing dynamics. First, we determine
the height of the right elbow from the estimation results of the
played string, as skilled players fix the position of their right elbow
while they keep playing the same string. In the case of the violin,
the elbow height is lower (higher) when a player uses strings for the
higher (lower) tone. Based on this nature, we manually determine
the elbow position for each of the four strings. In string transition,
we smoothly change the elbow positions using interpolation.

Next, since the bow movement always follows a unique trajec-
tory for each string, the movement of the right hand is determined
from the elbow position and the estimation result of the bow direc-
tion. We make the right hand move at a constant speed except for
long tones where the speed is made slower. Finally, we transfer the
2D bowing dynamics to a 3D avatar by calculating the z-coordinates
of each joint.

3 EVALUATION
Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations were conducted on
our generated results. We built a dataset containing 20 pieces (58.2
minutes) of audio by a single violin player. The train:validation:test
split ratio is 16:2:2. The dataset in the proposed method is composed
of audio and ground truth bowing information (i.e., the per-frame
bow direction and played string). To evaluate whether correct bow-
ing can be estimated by the proposed model, we measured the
accuracy for bow direction and played string, and also the F mea-
sure for the bow attack. Note that the bow attack lattt indicates the
point of transition between bow directions, which is defined as

lattt = |ludt − ludt−1 |. (2)
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Figure 2: Subjective evaluation for naturalness.
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Figure 3: Subjective evaluation for important elements.

We compared our method with two baselines [Shlizerman et al.
2018] [Kao and Su 2020], which generate body movements directly
from given audio. The bow directions of the baseline methods were
obtained by calculating the displacement of the joint positions
between consecutive frames. Table 1 shows the quantitative result.
These results show that our method is better at reproducing the
bowing dynamics than other methods. Also, the accuracy for the
played string by our method is 0.801.

In addition, we conducted a subjective evaluation. We asked 28
participants to answer two questions after watching 10 videos of
comparison between results generated by the two baseline methods
and ours. First, for each video, we asked them to order the natural-
ness of the videos. Next, we asked them to order the importance
of some visual elements when judging the naturalness of the body
motion in the previous question. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the
results. Our results are shown to be more natural than other results.
Also, it is shown that the naturalness of our results is most likely
due to its quality of the bowing dynamics of the right hand and
especially the bow direction. For generated results, please refer to
our supplementary video.

4 CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel method of motion generation for string in-
strument performance from raw audio. We confirmed that our
generated motion appears more natural than the baselines through
extensive experiments. For future work, we plan to expand our
dataset to multiple performers and further generalize our method
to string instruments other than the violin.
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